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ABSTRACT. Cool ambient temperatures (5 to 20 8C) and water deficit are the only factors known to induce flowering in
sweet orange (Citrus sinensis). Whereas the effects of cool ambient temperatures on flowering have been described
extensively, reports on the mechanisms underlying floral induction by water deficit in sweet orange (and other tropical
and subtropical species) are scarce. We report changes in the accumulation of transcripts of four flower-promoting
genes, CsFT, CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY, in sweet orange trees in response to water deficit or a combination of water
deficit and cool temperatures under controlled conditions. Exposure to water deficit increased the accumulation of
CsFT transcripts, whereas transcripts of CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY were reduced. However, when water deficit was
interrupted by irrigation, accumulation of CsFT transcripts returned rapidly to pre-treatment levels and
accumulation of CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY increased. The accumulation of CsFT transcripts in trees during the
combined water deficit and cool temperatures treatment was higher than in trees exposed to either factor separately,
and accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts after the combined treatment was also higher. These results
suggest that water deficit induces flowering through the upregulation of CsFT and that CsFT is the leaf integrator of
flower-inducing signals generated by the exposure to water deficit and cool temperatures in sweet orange.

Under natural conditions, citrus (Citrus sp.) trees are in-
duced to flower by seasonal exposure to either cool ambient
temperatures (5 to 20 �C) or water deficit (Cassin et al., 1969;
Moss, 1969). In subtropical regions where citrus are grown,
cool temperatures during the winter induce flowering the next
spring, whereas in tropical regions, flowering is induced during
the dry season with flowering after the first effective rains of the
rainy season (Cassin et al., 1969). For both stimuli (cool
temperatures and water deficit), the intensity of the induced
flowering depends on both the time of exposure to the inductive
stimuli and the intensity at which the stimuli was present
(Cassin et al., 1969; Southwick and Davenport, 1986). For cool
temperatures, the maximum flowering intensity in sweet orange
has been reported to be obtained after 8 weeks of exposure to
temperatures between 10 and 15 �C (Moss, 1969). For water
deficit, no comparable studies have been reported in sweet
orange, but exposure to moderate or severe water deficit for 5
weeks in ‘Tahiti’ lime (Citrus latifolia) produced maximum
flowering intensity compared with shorter exposures and milder
deficit (Southwick and Davenport, 1986). Under field condi-
tions in a humid subtropical climate, exposure to 60 to 75 d of
drought has been related to optimum flowering (Albrigo et al.,
2006).

In arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), several mechanisms
for the regulation of seasonal flowering have been identified
during the last 15 years (see Amasino, 2010, for a review). In
these proposed mechanisms, the genes Flowering locus T (FT),
Apetala1 (AP1), Leafy (LFY), and Supressor of overexpression
of Constans 1 (SOC1) play a pivotal role either integrating
signals from flowering-promoting or flowering-inhibiting stim-
uli [FT or SOC1 (Abe et al., 2005; Corbesier et al., 2007; Lee

and Lee, 2010; Samach et al., 2000)] or initiating the morpho-
genesis of floral organs in the shoot meristem [AP1 and LFY
(Mandel and Yanofsky, 1995; Weigel and Nilsson, 1995)]. In
citrus, putative orthologs of these genes have been isolated and
characterized (Nishikawa et al., 2007; Pillitteri et al., 2004b;
Tan and Swain, 2007). Exposure to cool floral-inductive
temperatures increased the expression (transcript accumula-
tion) of CsFT (Nishikawa et al., 2007), which is consistent with
the function of FT in arabidopsis as the ultimate flowering-
promoting signal (Abe et al., 2005). In contrast, expression of
CsAP1 and CsLFY increased only toward the end of a floral-
inductive temperature treatment (Pillitteri et al., 2004a), which
is consistent with their function in arabidopsis as floral
meristem identity genes (Mandel and Yanofsky, 1995; Weigel
and Nilsson, 1995) and with earlier reports of the microscopical
differentiation of floral meristems in citrus only after floral
induction is over (Abbot, 1935). Although the patterns of
expression of CsSL1 (the ortholog of arabidopsis SOC1) have
not been reported in response to floral inductive stimuli, the
conservation of its function in citrus as a floral promoter is
supported by the early flowering phenotype of arabidopsis
SOC1 mutants constitutively expressing CsSL1 (Tan and
Swain, 2007). In arabidopsis, SOC1 integrates signals from
the photoperiod, vernalization, gibberellin, and autonomous
floral regulatory pathways (Lee and Lee, 2010).

Although CsFT, CsAP1, CsLFY, and CsSL1 are involved in
the regulation of flowering in citrus, the specific mechanisms
regulating the expression of these genes must have evolved in
citrus to respond to stimuli different to those inducing flowering
in arabidopsis based on differences in their flowering response.
In arabidopsis, plants are induced to flower by the transition
from short to long photoperiods and by treatment with
gibberellins under non-inductive short days (Blázquez et al.,
1998); citrus flowering, however, can be considered mostly pho-
toperiod insensitive (Moss, 1969), and gibberellins inhibit rather
than promote flowering (Monselise et al., 1964). Furthermore,
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whereas in citrus, temperatures between 5 and 20 �C induce
flowering (Moss, 1969), in arabidopsis, flowering could be
induced by higher (greater than 23 �C) ambient temperatures
(Balasubramanian et al., 2006; Blázquez et al., 2003) or enabled
by low vernalizing (less than 5 �C) temperatures (see Kim et al.,
2009, for a review). In addition, no effects of water deficit as
a floral-inductive factor have been reported for arabidopsis,
whereas in citrus (and other subtropical and tropical species),
water deficit is a key floral inductive factor (Albrigo and Galen-
Saúco, 2004).

The objective of this work was to determine the expression
patterns of CsFT, CsAP1, CsLFY, and CsSL1 under floral-
inductive water deficit and a combination of cool floral-inductive
temperatures and water deficit in sweet orange trees; these two
conditions are typical of the floral-inductive periods in humid
subtropical and tropical climates where citrus is grown.

Materials and Methods

PLANT MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS. The exper-
iments were conducted using two- to three-year-old potted
(12-L pots) ‘Washington Navel’ sweet orange rooted cuttings
(�1 m tall) with fully matured foliage (no tender shoots).
Before the start of the experiments, trees were kept in
a greenhouse with a minimum temperature of 23 �C (maximum
temperature was 31 �C) and watered every 2 d to saturation.
While in this greenhouse, trees were exposed to natural varia-
tions in photoperiod (12.5/11.5 to 11/13 h, day/night) and
photosynthetic photon flux (PPF) between 1210 and 1340
mmol�m–2�s–1. Tree water status was monitored before and
throughout the experiments by measuring the midday stem water
potential (ys) using the pressure chamber method (Scholander
et al., 1965) on leaves covered in an aluminized bag for at least
1 h before measurement (McCutchan and Shackel, 1992). The
midday stem water potential of the trees before the beginning of
the experiment was –1.1 ± 0.10 MPa.

Two experiments were conducted at separate times: the first
experiment tested the effect of floral-inductive water deficit
only on the expression of CsFT, CsAP1, CsLFY, and CsSL1;
whereas the second experiment tested the effect of floral-
inductive water deficit and floral-inductive cool temperatures
on the expression of the same genes. Both experiments were
conducted in temperature-controlled growth rooms illuminated
with fluorescent lights (800 mmol�m–2�s–1 PPF at the canopy
level) with a 11/13-h (day/night) photoperiod. In the first
experiment, trees were exposed to floral-inductive water deficit
at a constant non-floral-inductive temperature (23 ± 1 �C) for
60 d, whereas in the second experiment, trees were exposed to
floral-inductive water deficit at a constant floral-inductive
temperature (12 ± 1 �C) for 40 d. After each treatment was
over, trees were transferred back to the greenhouse and
irrigation was restored to promote bud sprouting.

Water deficit was imposed by withholding irrigation until ys

reached –2.0 ± 0.12 MPa (moderate water deficit) and then kept
at this level by irrigating the trees with a volume of water that
matched the daily weight loss of the trees. This level of water
deficit (�–2 MPa) was reached between Days 15 and 20 after
the beginning of the experiment. The cool temperature treat-
ment was applied by setting the temperature of the growth room
at 12 �C at the beginning of the experiment.

SAMPLE COLLECTION, CONSERVATION, AND RNA EXTRACTION.
Samples for gene expression analysis were collected at 10-d

intervals starting on the day when the treatments were applied.
CsFT expression was measured in leaves, whereas CsAP1,
CsLFY, and CsSL1 were measured in axillary buds; this choice
of tissues was based on the most likely site of functional
expression of these genes inferred from works in arabidopsis
(Corbesier et al., 2007; Wigge et al., 2005) and citrus (Furr
et al., 1947; Garcı́a-Luı́s and Kandušer, 1995; Garcı́a-Luis
et al., 1989). Leaf and bud samples were randomly collected
from the three most apical nodes in mature six- to seven-node-
long shoots because flowering is most likely to occur at these
positions (Sauer, 1954; Valiente and Albrigo, 2004). At each
time, six shoots were sampled on each tree; thus, leaf and bud
samples consisted of a pool of six leaves or buds per tree. All
samples were collected between 1445 and 1515 HR local
standard time (Lake Alfred, FL), immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen, and stored at –80 �C until used.

Total RNA was extracted from the collected samples using
a phenol–chloroform precipitation method (Chomczynski and
Sacchi, 1987) and purified using silica membranes (Epoch
Biolabs, Sugar Land, TX) with on-column DNase digestion
(Qiagen, Germantown, MD). RNA quality was evaluated by
spectrophotometry and denaturing gel electrophoresis and
quantified by spectrophotometry (Sambrook et al., 1989).

QUANTITATIVE REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION–POLYMERASE CHAIN

REACTION. Five hundred nanograms of total RNA were used for
cDNA synthesis in a 20-mL reaction with oligo dT primers
(SuperScriptIII�; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). One microliter of
the synthesized cDNA was used for two-step (95 �C denatur-
ation and 60 �C for 1 min annealing and extension) quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) in a 20-mL reaction using
SYBR green detection (SYBR� Premix ExTaq�II; Takara,
Mountain View, CA) on an Applied Biosystems 7500 FAST
real-time PCR system (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA).
Primers for qPCR were: 5#-CGGCGGAAGGACTATGAC-3#
and 5#-TGTGAGAAAGCCAGAGAGGAA-3# (CsFT), 5#-CA
GCCAGAGAATCTAACAAACG-3# and 5#-TCAGTTTT
GTGGTGGTATTGCC-3# (CsSL1), 5#-CCCTGGAGTGCAAC
AACCT-3# and 5#-CTGATGTGTTTGAGAGCGGT-3#
(CsAP1), and 5#-TCTTGATCCAGGTCCAGAACATC-3# and
5#-TAGTCACCTTGGTTGGGCATT-3# (CsLFY). CsGAPDH
was used as reference gene (5#-GGAAGGTCAAGATCGCA
ATCAA-3# and 5#-CGTCCCTCTGCAAGATGACTCT-3#).
All qPCR assays were validated for specific amplification and
optimized for amplification efficiencies between 1.88 and 2.05
with a linear dynamic range of six log10 cycles before the
experiments. The sequence of the primers to amplify CsLFY was
obtained from Nishikawa et al. (2009), whereas all other primer
sequences were designed in-house. CsFT primers on this study
were designed based on the sequence of CiFT3 reported by
Nishikawa et al. (2009). The CiFT3 sequence was selected over
CiFT2 or CiFT because, reportedly, CiFT3 correlated better to
floral-inductive treatments (Nishikawa et al., 2009). Relative
gene expression was calculated as a fold change ratio using
Pfaffl’s method (Pfaffl, 2001) with sliding-window efficiencies
calculated for each reaction using the sliwin function in the qpcR
R package (Ritz and Spiess, 2008).

FLOWERING DATA. The number of inflorescences and new
vegetative shoots was counted on the flush induced by the
experimental treatments. Counts were made on all six- to
seven-node-long shoots formed during the previous year
present in each tree. The type of inflorescence (leaf-abundant,
leaf-deficient, leafless, and single flowers) formed was also
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registered. Flowering data are presented as the average number
of inflorescences per shoot (six to seven nodes long) per tree.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. Both experiments were conducted
separately using a completely randomized design with four
single-tree replicates per treatment. Levels of gene expression
were analyzed with analysis of variance using a repeated
measurements model. Flowering data were analyzed using t
tests. Mean fold change of transcript levels was transformed to
a logarithmic scale (log2) for statistical analysis, but the
untransformed data are presented in the graphs. Statistically
significant differences were declared at P # 0.05. All statistical
analyses were executed in R (R Development Core Team,
2011).

Results

FLOWERING RESPONSE INDUCED BY WATER DEFICIT TREATMENT

AT FLORAL-INDUCTIVE AND NON-INDUCTIVE TEMPERATURES. In
both experiments, trees that had been exposed to water deficit
produced more inflorescences than well-irrigated trees (Tables
1 and 2). At 23 �C, very few inflorescences (0.2 per shoot) were
induced in irrigated trees, whereas trees that were exposed to
water deficit produced an average of 2.0 inflorescences per
shoot (Table 1). Most of the inflorescences formed in trees
under water deficit were of the leaf-abundant type (more leaves
than flowers). In addition to inflorescences, trees that had been
exposed to water deficit also produced an average of 1.1
vegetative shoots compared with no new vegetative buds formed
in irrigated trees. The newly formed vegetative shoots sprouted
at more basal positions along the shoot, whereas inflorescences
were formed at more apical positions (data not shown). These
data indicate that the water deficit treatment applied was
effective at inducing flowering in the experimental trees.

At 12 �C, new inflorescences were induced in irrigated trees,
but trees that had been exposed to water deficit produced almost
twice as many inflorescences per shoot (Table 2). Leaf-
abundant inflorescences were the most common type of

inflorescence formed. Trees under water deficit produced
significantly (P # 0.05) more leaf-abundant inflorescences
and single flowers than irrigated trees, whereas no differences
between both treatments were detected for leaf-deficient, leaf-
less inflorescences and new vegetative shoots. These data
indicate that the combined effect of water deficit and cool
temperature on floral induction was greater than the effect of
cool temperature alone.

EFFECT OF WATER DEFICIT ON THE ACCUMULATION OF CSFT,
CSSL1, CSAP1, AND CSLFY TRANSCRIPTS AT NON-INDUCTIVE

TEMPERATURES (23 �C). By the end of the water deficit
treatment, accumulation of CsFT transcripts in leaves of trees
kept under water deficit had increased �22-fold relative to
initial levels (Fig. 1). Statistically significant (P # 0.05)
differences in the level of accumulation of CsFT were detected
by Day 20 after the beginning of the experiment. Over the
duration of the experiment, the accumulation of CsFT tran-
scripts increased constantly. However, when water deficit was
interrupted by irrigation, transcript accumulation returned to
initial and control levels and remained at this level on Day 10
after the transfer. These results indicate that the accumulation
of CsFT transcripts was induced by water deficit and was
proportional to the duration of the water deficit treatment. In
addition, these results show that accumulation of CsFT tran-
script was only sustained above basal levels for as long as the
trees remained under water deficit.

No differences in the level of accumulation of CsSL1
transcripts in buds were detected between trees under water
deficit and irrigated trees while trees were exposed to water
deficit (Fig. 1). However, after the water deficit was interrupted,
levels of CsSL1 transcript accumulation increased 1.5-fold in
the buds relative to the levels in the well-irrigated control trees
previously exposed to water deficit. These results show that
CsSL1 expression was unaffected by water deficit but was
promoted after reirrigation.

Accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts in buds was
reduced significantly by Day 20 and onward by water deficit

Table 1. Effect of water deficit applied for 60 d at 23 �C on bud sprouting and flowering of two- to three-year-old sweet orange cuttings.z

Treatment Inflorescences
Leaf-abundant
inflorescencesy

Leaf-deficient
inflorescencesy

Leafless
inflorescences

Single
flowers

Vegetative
shoots Flowers

[mean ± SE (no./shoot)]
Irrigated 0.2 ± 0.09 0.11 ± 0.07 0.04 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.03 0 ± 0 0.39 ± 0.19
Water deficit 2.04 ± 0.51 1.68 ± 0.48 0.04 ± 0.04 0.16 ± 0.09 0.16 ± 0.07 1.12 ± 0.23 3.24 ± 0.86

* * NS * * * *
zFour single-tree replicates were used with 11 to 23 shoots sampled on each tree (mean number of nodes per shoot = 6.16 ± 0.27).
yLeaf-abundant inflorescences (leaf:flower ratio 1 or greater), leaf-deficient inflorescences (leaf:flower ratio less than 1).
*Values are significantly different between treatments using Student’s t test (P # 0.05); NS = nonsignificant.

Table 2. Effect of water deficit applied for 40 d at 12 �C on bud sprouting and flowering of two- to three-year-old sweet orange cuttings.z

Treatment Inflorescences
Leaf-abundant
inflorescencesy

Leaf-deficient
inflorescencesy

Leafless
inflorescences

Single
flowers

Vegetative
shoots Flowers

[mean ± SE (no./shoot)]
Irrigated 1.47 ± 0.08 1.08 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.04 0.55 ± 0.11 3.35 ± 0.12
Water deficit 2.73 ± 0.45 2.25 ± 0.36 0.05 ± 0.07 0.21 ± 0.09 0.21 ± 0.06 0.91 ± 0.31 4.24 ± 0.73

* * NS NS * NS *
zFour single-tree replicates were used with 11 to 23 shoots sampled on each tree (mean number of nodes per shoot = 6.77 ± 0.31). Irrigated trees
were also held at 12 �C during the experiment.
yLeaf-abundant inflorescences (leaf:flower ratio 1 or greater), leaf-deficient inflorescences (leaf:flower ratio less than 1).
*Values are significantly different between treatments using Student’s t test (P # 0.05); NS = nonsignificant.
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with levels of transcripts of these two genes ranging between
0.5- and 0.75-fold relative to the levels in the irrigated controls
(Fig. 1). After the interruption of the water deficit treatment, the
accumulation of transcripts of both genes increased �2-fold
and returned to initial and control levels 10 d afterward. These
results indicate that water deficit, when present, negatively
regulates the accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts
and that interruption of the water deficit promoted it.

EFFECT OF WATER DEFICIT ON THE ACCUMULATION OF CSFT,
CSSL1, CSAP1, AND CSLFY TRANSCRIPTS AT FLORAL INDUCTIVE

TEMPERATURES (12 �C). Accumulation of CsFT transcripts in
leaves increased steadily once trees were transferred to the
growth room at 12 �C (Fig. 2). The increase in the accumulation
of CsFT transcripts was greater in trees under water deficit
than in irrigated trees. By the end of the treatments, levels of
CsFT in trees under water deficit had increased �34-fold
relative to initial levels, whereas in irrigated trees, the increase
was �12-fold; 3 d after the trees were transferred back to the
greenhouse and irrigation restored in the trees previously under
water deficit, the levels of CsFT transcripts had returned to near
initial levels. Increasing levels of CsFT transcripts in leaves of
well-irrigated trees in response to cool temperatures were in
agreement with previous reports in the literature (Nishikawa
et al., 2007, 2009). These results, along with the results of the
flowering response, suggest that the accumulation of CsFT
transcripts was an indicator of the overall level of floral
induction perceived by the trees regardless of the stimuli
producing it.

Levels of CsSL1 were initially reduced
relative to initial levels both in irrigated trees
and trees under water deficit (Fig. 2). In trees
under water deficit, levels of CsSL1 remained
below initial levels (�0.75-fold) until trees
were transferred back to the greenhouse and
irrigation was restored; at this point, accu-
mulation of CsSL1 transcripts returned to
pre-treatment levels. The latter observation
contrasts with the small (�1.5-fold) but
significant increase in the accumulation of
CsSL1 transcripts measured after reirrigation
in the experiment at 23 �C. In irrigated trees,
accumulation of CsSL1 transcripts was ini-
tially reduced but later increased from Day
20 onward reaching�2-fold increase relative
to initial levels by the end of the experiment;
2 d after transfer to the greenhouse, levels of
CsSL1 were still �2-fold higher than initial
levels. These results along with results from
the experiment at 23 �C indicate that between
cool temperature and water deficit, only cool
temperature induced the accumulation of
CsSL1 transcripts while the stimulus was
present.

Levels of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcript
accumulation in buds were reduced to be-
tween 0.25- and 0.75-fold after transfer to the
growth room at 12 �C in both irrigated trees
and trees under water deficit (Fig. 2). The
accumulation of transcripts of both genes
remained below initial levels until the trees
were transferred back to the greenhouse and
water deficit was interrupted. After transfer

to the greenhouse and interruption of the water deficit, the
accumulation of transcripts of both genes increased �4-fold
in trees previously exposed to water deficit and �3-fold in
the irrigated trees also previously held at 12 �C. A reduction of
the accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts while trees
were under floral inductive conditions was in agreement with
results from the experiment conducted at 23 �C. The increased
accumulation of transcripts after floral induction was interrup-
ted was also in agreement with the results of the experiment at
23 �C and reports in the literature (Pillitteri et al., 2004a).
Higher accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts in buds
of trees that underwent water deficit than in buds of well-
irrigated trees and flowering data indicate that the overall level
of accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY was also an indicator of
the overall level of induction of the trees.

Discussion

In citrus, flowering is only induced by prolonged exposure to
either cool (less than 20 �C) temperatures or water deficit
(Cassin et al., 1969; Moss, 1969), and only two other factors,
gibberellin applications and the presence of fruit, have well-
demonstrated effects negatively regulating the intensity of
floral induction perceived by the trees (Monselise et al., 1964;
Moss, 1971). In recent years, the patterns of expression of
putative citrus orthologs of arabidopsis flowering genes have
been characterized in response to cool temperatures (Li et al.,
2010; Nishikawa et al., 2007, 2009; Pillitteri et al., 2004a;

Fig. 1. Transcript accumulation of CsFT, CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY in two- to three-year-old
‘Washington Navel’ sweet orange cuttings under water deficit at 23 �C. Transcript accumulation was
monitored in leaves (CsFT) and buds (CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY) of four-month-old or older shoots
using quantitative reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction. Moderate water deficit (–2 MPa
midday stem water potential) was imposed by reducing irrigation frequency and volume. Water deficit
was removed on Day 60 (gray line). Symbols represent the means of four single-tree replicates ± SE

(six shoots/tree). Transcript accumulation is relative to the levels of CsGAPDH and to the level of
each gene in ‘‘well-irrigated’’ trees on Day 0.
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Zhang et al., 2009, 2011), gibberellins (Muñoz Fambuena et al.,
2012a), and the presence of fruit (Muñoz Fambuena et al., 2011,
2012b). In this work, we investigated the pattern of expression
(measured as transcript accumulation) of a set of four putative
flowering genes (CsFT, CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY) during
water deficit in potted sweet orange trees.

Increased accumulation of CsFT transcripts during water
deficit reported in Figure 1 indicates that, similar to cool
temperatures (Nishikawa et al., 2007), water deficit also
upregulated the expression of this gene. This increased accu-
mulation of CsFT was correlated to more inflorescences being
formed in trees under water deficit than in well-irrigated trees
(Table 1). Thus, the level of accumulation of citrus FT ortholog
transcripts seems to be sensitive to all four factors, cool
temperature, gibberellin application, fruit load, and water deficit
(Muñoz Fambuena et al., 2011, 2012a, 2012b; Nishikawa et al.,
2007, 2009) known to have a clear effect on citrus flowering with
consistent correlations with flowering response. In arabidopsis,
FT is a key integrator of floral promoting/inhibiting signals
from the photoperiod, vernalization, autonomous, and gibber-
ellin pathways (Amasino, 2010; Turck et al., 2008), which
suggests that the role of FT orthologs as integrators of endog-
enous and exogenous signals regulating flowering likely is
conserved in citrus and arabidopsis.

Higher accumulation of CsFT transcripts (Fig. 2) and more
inflorescences (Table 2) forming in trees exposed to water
deficit than in well-irrigated trees at 12 �C indicate similar and

probably additive effects from these two
variables, suggesting that the level of accu-
mulation of CsFT transcripts could be an
estimator of the level of induction perceived
by the trees. Contrary to arabidopsis, in
which the inflorescence develops from a sin-
gle shoot meristem at the end of the rosette
resulting in a rather discrete flowering re-
sponse, in citrus and many other tree crops,
inflorescences develop from many apical and
axillary meristems resulting in a more con-
tinuous distribution of possible flowering
responses (Valiente and Albrigo, 2004). In
arabidopsis, the protein encoded by FT is
a mobile signal synthesized in the phloem of
leaves (An et al., 2004; Mathieu et al., 2007)
and transported to the shoot apical meristem
(Corbesier et al., 2007) where, along with FD
(Abe et al., 2005), it activates the expression
of floral meristem identity genes (Michaels
et al., 2005; Wigge et al., 2005). Like in our
results (Figs. 1 and 2), in arabidopsis, accu-
mulation of FT transcripts increases as
the plants are exposed for a longer time to a
floral-inductive treatment and is sharply re-
duced after the inductive stimulus is removed
(Corbesier et al., 2007). In arabidopsis, the
main consequence of the overexpression of
FT is early flowering (Kobayashi et al., 1999)
measured typically as days until bolting or
the number of rosette leaves emitted before
bolting. In transgenic Poncirus trifoliata,
a close relative of citrus, ectopic expression
of the Citrus unshiu FT ortholog resulted in
extreme early flowering [weeks vs. years

(Endo et al., 2005)]. Similarly, Pyrus communis and arabidopsis
plants overexpressing CiFT also flowered earlier than untrans-
formed plants (Kobayashi et al., 1999; Matsuda et al., 2009). In
citrus, flowering intensity can be evaluated quantitatively and
qualitatively and is related to the duration and intensity of floral
inductive conditions (Moss, 1969; Southwick and Davenport,
1986). Quantitatively, the number of buds developing into
inflorescences is proportional to the intensity of floral in-
duction. Qualitatively, the leaf:flower ratio of inflorescences
is inversely proportional to floral induction intensity (Moss,
1969). Our results indicate that the level of accumulation of
CsFT could be a predictor to comparatively estimate flowering
intensity in terms of the number of inflorescences induced.
However, our results do not support a correlation among the
level of accumulation of CsFT transcripts, intensity of floral
induction, and the leaf:flower ratio of the inflorescences in-
duced, because no differences were detected in the number of
leaf-deficient or leafless inflorescences despite differences in
the level of accumulation of CsFT transcripts. A shift toward
leaf-deficient and leafless inflorescences would be expected at
higher perceived levels of induction (Moss, 1969). In bud
samples, the level of accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY
transcripts was correlated with the number of inflorescences
induced and also with the level of accumulation of CsFT
transcripts at the end of the inductive treatment. Because the
bud samples in which CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts were
quantified consisted of a pool of six buds, the increased

Fig. 2. Transcript accumulation of CsFT, CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY in two- to three-year-old
‘Washington Navel’ sweet orange cuttings under water deficit at 12 �C. Transcript accumulation was
monitored in leaves (CsFT) and buds (CsSL1, CsAP1, and CsLFY) of four-month-old or older shoots
using quantitative reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction. Moderate water deficit (–2 MPa
midday stem water potential) was imposed by reducing irrigation frequency and volume starting 7 d
before transfer from 23 to 12 �C (gray area). Water deficit was removed on Day 40 (darker gray line)
and trees were transferred to a room at 23 �C and irrigated to saturation. Symbols represent the means
of four single-tree replicates ± SE (six shoots/tree). Transcript accumulation is relative to the levels of
CsGAPDH and to the level of each gene in ‘‘well-irrigated’’ trees on Day 0.
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accumulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts in induced buds
could be interpreted as higher expression of the genes in individual
buds or more buds activating the expression of these genes.

Reduced accumulation of CsSL1 transcripts in trees under
water deficit at any temperature but increased accumulation of
CsSL1 transcripts in well-irrigated trees at 12 �C (Figs. 1 and 2)
indicates that water deficit acts as a negative regulator of the
expression of this gene, whereas cool temperatures act as
a promoter of its expression. In arabidopsis, SOC1 (CsSL1
putative ortholog) integrates signals from the main four flower-
ing pathways (Lee and Lee, 2010). SOC1 can act downstream
of FT or in a FT-independent manner in the shoot meristem to
promote the expression of LFY in conjunction with AGL24 (Lee
et al., 2008). Thus, assuming a correlation between transcript
accumulation and protein transport and activity of CsFT, the
negative effect of water deficit on the accumulation of CsSL1
could be a consequence of a water-deficit-specific signal
integrated between CsFT and CsSL1 or simply a CsFT-
independent signal integrated at CsSL1 to inhibit its expression.

Although water deficit reduced the accumulation of CsSL1
transcripts during the treatments, the small increase in the
accumulation of CsSL1 transcripts after reirrigation (and trans-
fer to 23 �C in the second experiment) suggests a carryover
effect of water deficit on the expression of this gene. This
response was also observed (even more clearly) in the accu-
mulation of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts in buds of trees
previously exposed to water deficit (Figs. 1 and 2). In
arabidopsis, AP1 and LFY act as floral meristem identity genes,
and their activation triggers floral development (Mandel and
Yanofsky, 1995; Weigel and Nilsson, 1995). Expression of AP1
and LFY is activated by FT and SOC1 and later reinforced by
each other to maintain the floral identity of the meristem
(Liljegren et al., 1999; Wagner et al., 1999; Wigge et al.,
2005). Expression of SOC1 not only was required for upregu-
lation of CsLFY, but also for the activation of B and C floral
organ identity genes during flower development (Liu et al.,
2009). In arabidopsis, consistent upregulation of AP1 has been
reported to occur �16 h after transfer to floral-inductive
photoperiods marking floral determination (Hempel et al.,
1997). Contrary to model species and most deciduous trees in
which floral inductive and growth-promoting conditions occur
simultaneously, in citrus, floral meristem differentiation and
determination are only identifiable when growth-promoting
conditions resume, which implies that floral-inductive condi-
tions are no longer present or are less intense when growth starts
(Lord and Eckard, 1985; Moss, 1976). Increased accumulation
of CsAP1 and CsLFY transcripts has been reported in citrus
after floral induction by cool temperatures (Pillitteri et al.,
2004a) providing molecular support for the hypothesis of floral
differentiation occurring only after floral induction but not
simultaneously in citrus. Our results using water deficit in-
duction (Fig. 1) are also consistent with the latter observation.

In recent years, much interest has arisen over the conserva-
tion of the genetic framework regulating flowering among
species. Although knowledge about the genetic–molecular
mechanisms regulating flowering in model species has contrib-
uted significantly to the identification of potential regulators of
flowering in crop species, evolution and adaptation to different
environments have likely resulted in important modifications to
these mechanisms. In citrus, floral induction is practically
photoperiod-insensitive, gibberellin treatments induce re-
sponses opposite to those induced in arabidopsis, and the role

of cool temperatures is not comparable to the flowering-
enabling role of vernalization. Our results and those of others
(Muñoz Fambuena et al., 2011, 2012a; Nishikawa et al., 2007;
Pillitteri et al., 2004a) support the involvement of CsFT as an
integrator of signals regulating flowering in citrus and probably
a defining factor for the number of inflorescences to be formed
after induction as well as the likely conservation of CsAP1 and
CsLFY function as floral meristem identity genes. Nonetheless,
the characterization of the genetic framework upstream of these
genes regulating their expression remains mostly unexplored in
citrus. Determining the composition and topology of the
network regulating flowering in citrus will be useful to un-
derstand how citrus and other species perceive developmental
signals from the environment and to engineer mechanisms to
manipulate the reproductive biology of these species for
horticultural purposes.
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